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Budget '97
Post-Election Update

Speech

Staying the course

Mr. Speaker, it’s an honour for me to rise today to talk to Albertans about our
plans in Budget ’97.

People listening today and watching the news tonight will be looking for a
signal of what this government plans to do over the next three years and how we
intend to deploy their tax dollars.  Albertans have told us to stay the course, and
they may be wondering tonight if we intend to do that.

So let me address that right from the outset.  Ralph Klein and the people of
Alberta have given me very clear instructions for the Budget — no new taxes, no
tax increases, no sales tax and stay the course or you’re fired!

Today, Albertans will see exactly what they expect.  A solid, responsible
balanced budget focused on what Albertans told us is most important to them.
Spending on the right priorities, especially health and education.  An ongoing focus
on quality and efficiency.  A strong commitment to a positive environment for
economic growth.  It’s the private sector that creates jobs and opportunities, and it’s
our job to create the kind of thriving environment where that can happen.

Mr. Speaker, all economies are subject to certain unchangeable economic laws.
Like the laws of nature.  If we live in harmony with them, we will experience
abundance.  If we ignore those laws, we will stifle and stagnate the economic
environment.  This budget acknowledges Say's Law which dictates, "Production
creates its own price of consumption."  A healthy economy will generate the
incomes which will enable all Albertans to share in the abundance of Alberta.

Mr. Speaker, Albertans will see their government determined to live within our
means and to pay down the debt.

There are no surprises in the budget announcements I’m making today.
Albertans saw Budget ’97 on February 11.  A month later Albertans put their stamp
of approval on the plan and the track record of this government for keeping its
promises.

Today, we continue the Klein tradition of keeping our promises.

The budget I’m introducing today, with minor adjustments, is the same budget
we set out for Albertans on February 11.  And because of their strong support, I’m
proud to introduce this budget not as a Stockwell Day budget but as the people’s
budget.  It’s a budget reflecting their priorities.  A budget that sticks to what’s most
important for Albertans.  And a budget Albertans support and approved.
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With a new and increased mandate and new faces around the table, I’ve had
several people ask, “Will we see changes in the basic fiscal approach government
takes?”

The answer is a firm “no.”  The majority of Albertans voted for this budget the
way it is, and that means I do not have the mandate to alter this budget or the fiscal
course we have set.   Over the past four years, Albertans have been through some
challenging times.  But we’ve learned our lessons well.  And there’s no going
back.

Mr. Speaker, with the advice of our constituents, we have developed a proven
formula for fiscal success, and to change course now would be sheer folly.  Our
formula relies on balanced budgets, paying down debt, spending wisely (never
more than we can afford), measuring results, and sticking to the priorities most
important to Albertans.  It’s a formula Albertans understand and support.  And it’s
a formula that will build a secure future for this province.  Not feast and famine
cycles in government spending, but solid, secure and dependable government
services, paid for with today’s dollars.

Financial highlights

Before I get into an overview of the priorities for Budget ’97, let me quickly
run through the financial details.

◆ As required by law, Budget ’97 is a balanced budget.  The days of deficits
are gone forever.

◆ Budget ’97 projects a surplus of $154 million.  Depending on oil and gas
prices and corporate taxes, that surplus could be as high as $750 million.

◆ Total spending on programs will increase by $297 million over 1996-97.
Spending on Albertans’ top two priorities — health and education — will
increase by $410 million.  Those increases are offset in part by reductions in
other program areas and lower debt servicing costs.  The good news for
Albertans is we’re listening to their concerns and spending in the areas of
their priorities.  More for health and education.  Less for bankers.

◆ We’re budgeting for revenues to drop by $2 billion, down to $14.1 billion
compared with $16.1 billion last year.  That’s a substantial reduction of over
12 percent.  As we’ve seen in the past few weeks, oil prices have dropped  to
just above the $19 a barrel mark.  With this budget update, we are adjusting
our oil price forecast from $19 a barrel to $18.50.  This shouldn’t come as a
surprise to Albertans.  It’s just good, responsible government.  A look at the
fluctuating prices since the February 11 budget is a solid reminder of why we
continue to use conservative forecasts, not wishful thinking, to set revenue
targets.
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◆ We expect to make a payment of $2.26 billion on Alberta’s debt.  That’s the
projected surplus for 1996-97.  As required by law, every dollar of that year
end surplus will go to pay down Alberta’s debt.  Alberta’s net debt will drop
to $3.5 billion by March 1998, down more than half from the net debt burden
we faced back in 1994.

◆ And here’s the best news for Albertans.  For the sixth year in a row, there
will be no increases in provincial taxes and no new taxes.  And for low and
middle income working families, personal income taxes will actually decrease
by as much as $500 a year.  That’s money those people can use better than
we can to meet their needs and help support their families.

Mr. Speaker, those are the financial highlights.  Now let’s turn to the priorities
in Budget ’97.  It will cost over $12.8 billion to run this government and provide
essential programs and services in 1997-98.  And Albertans want to know how
their sweat-soaked tax dollars will be spent and if it’s worth their efforts.

Budget ’97 focuses on three priorities:

◆ providing quality services for Albertans
◆ building the right environment for economic growth and jobs
◆ and maintaining fiscal responsibility and accountability for results.

Providing quality programs — health, education
and innovation across the public sector

Albertans have consistently told us to spend money wisely.  They want to see
quality programs as a result, especially in their top two priority areas:  health and
education.

A health system Albertans can count on

Mr. Speaker, with the changes that have taken place in Alberta’s health system
over the past few years, we know Albertans have concerns.  We’ve listened and
we’ll continue to listen.  And with Budget ’97, we’re taking action as requested.

In November 1996, the Minister of Health put forward a comprehensive
package of initiatives designed to address problem areas, improve access and
quality in health services, and provide longer term stability.  Budget ’97 builds on
those announcements.

Albertans will see specific actions on two fronts — improving access to high
quality services and continuing to build a first-rate health system for the future.

On the issue of access, with Alberta’s growing population and recognizing the
health needs of the growing number of seniors, there are increasing pressures on
our health system.  Budget ’97 targets additional dollars to add close to 1,000 front-
line nurses and other health care workers.  It also responds to the increased volume
of  highly specialized province-wide services.  With this budget update, one of the
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changes we’ve made is to put an additional $20 million into these province-wide
services — services such as cardiovascular surgery, neurosurgery, organ transplants
and kidney dialysis.

To continue health reform and build an excellent health system for the future,
we will see the development of a new Accountability Framework, better
information available for making good decisions in health, and legislation to protect
the privacy of personal health information.  We will also see a review of best
practices and administration in regional health authorities, simplified appeals and a
review of long term care so the needs of seniors can be met.

Over the next three years,  Albertans can expect to see greater stability and
accountability in health care, better access to health services in hospitals and in their
communities, and a growing emphasis on keeping people healthy and well.

But to be perfectly frank, Mr. Speaker, nobody has solved the problem of rising
costs and growing expectations in the health system.  Not here in Alberta and not in
any other province.  A nurse in Red Deer crystallized this issue for me one day
when she said, “Health could swallow up every dollar you have and more.”

Mr. Speaker, that nurse was simply reflecting another unchangeable economic
law — the Law of Supply and Demand.  That Law tells us that if the price for a
product or service is lowered, the demand for it will rise.  Therefore, if the price for
the consumer is lowered to zero, the demand can rise to infinity.  A hospital
technician echoed that same thought by telling me there’s not enough money in the
entire province to satisfy the demands of every health practitioner.

We need an answer to this basic question — how can we get the best health
care for Albertans at a price we can afford?  Mr. Speaker, we must deal with that
question in the days ahead, because simply spending more and more money on
health is not the answer.

With Budget ’97, total spending on health will increase by $144 million to a
total of nearly $4 billion.  That’s just slightly less than what we were spending in
1992-93 before the cuts began.  Over the next three years, spending on health will
increase to $4.1 billion, an average increase of 2.3 percent a year.

First-rate education and training

Mr. Speaker, education shares the top spot on Albertans’ list of priorities, and
for good reason.  For the sake of our children’s future and the future of our
province, our young people must be able to seize the advantages they need in
today’s world.  First-class knowledge and skills pave the road to that future.

Over the next three years, our focus will be on making sure our young people
have the knowledge and skills they need, improving achievement and ensuring that
more students complete high school.

This year, we’ll provide additional funding to support increased enrolment in
schools and an increased number of students with severe special needs.  To ensure
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that students have access to technology, additional funding will be directed to
computers in schools.  In response to what Albertans have told us, we are easing
restrictions on matching grants provided through Technology Integration Funding.
School boards will now be able to use the funds to purchase software and
networking components for use in schools as well as for the purchase of computers.
Government also will be working with software providers to reduce the cost of
software for schools and develop partnership agreements.

In total, Education spending will increase by $91 million or 3.3% in 1997-98.
Over the next three years, spending on education will increase by an average

of just under 2 percent per year, bringing the total to $2.9 billion.

Moving to the post-secondary side of education, our goal is to promote
excellence in adult learning.  In today’s world, a high school education simply isn’t
enough.  Today’s marketplace demands knowledge, first-rate skills, and a
willingness to keep learning and keep pace with rapid change.  For Alberta to have
the highly skilled workforce we need, and for our young people to compete and
succeed with the best in the world, we need a post-secondary system at the leading
edge in innovation, quality and performance.

Alberta’s new human resource strategy, People and Prosperity, will guide our
actions over the next three years.  Albertans will see steps taken to revise Alberta’s
apprenticeship and industrial training programs.  A new “Intellectual Infrastructure
Partnership” will encourage investment in research aimed at expanding Alberta’s
competitive advantage.  Efforts will be focused on young people to ensure they
have the career information and skills to enter the workforce.  We also will address
the needs of students who haven’t finished high school and need skills to enter the
workforce.

Over the next three years, we’ll focus on performance and results, tying more
funding for post-secondary institutions to the results they achieve.  We’ll expand
student assistance to accommodate rising costs, including tuition.  $40 million per
year will be available to post-secondary institutions for major renovations and
upgrading their facilities and equipment, an area those institutions have told us is a
major concern.

With Budget ’97, total spending on adult education will increase by $68 million
or 6.2 percent.  By 1999-2000, this government will spend almost $1.2 billion on
adult education and training programs, an increase of 2.4 percent a year for the next
three years.

Mr. Speaker, those are the highlights of our government’s plans for health and
education.  Budget ’97 contains literally hundreds of ideas and initiatives that will
be taken in other important areas.

We’ll build on our progress in social assistance programs.  As former Minister
of Family and Social Services, it was rewarding to see the recent C.D. Howe study
conclude that Alberta’s welfare reform is one experiment from which all Canadians
and their governments can benefit.  The key to our success was stopping the
incentive for more and more people to opt for welfare.  In 1992, 14,000 people
joined the welfare rolls, most of them single employable people.  By 1996, the
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number of new people on welfare was down to 3,500.  Nearly 16,000 fewer people
under 25 are on welfare, a decline of 64% in three years.  Thank you, Mike
Cardinal.

That’s great news.  Albertans believe in work.  They believe in supporting
themselves and their families.  We want to see young people starting their adult
lives in colleges, in universities or in the workforce, not on welfare.  And this study
shows we’re headed in the right direction.

For those Albertans with no options — people who need government support
— we’re responding.  We have increased seniors benefits and provided more
special needs funding to address emergency and other unforeseen expenses.  We’ll
increase allowances for shelter benefits, widows’ pension benefits and Assured
Income for Severely Handicapped benefits.  And we’ll redirect savings in other
areas to employment programs and high priority programs for children and disabled
Albertans.

I’m not going to go into more detail about all the plans and initiatives.  They are
laid out for everyone to see in Business Plans.  But I do want to spend a minute
talking about a theme that cuts across the entire public sector.  And that’s
innovation.

Innovation — The quest for excellence continues

Albertans expect and deserve the best services we can provide for the dollars
we can afford.  Demanding excellence in all programs, whether education or social
services, is simply a reflection of Gresham's Law which warns us that, "Bad money
chases good money out of circulation."  Therefore, lacklustre programs will have to
be avoided or they will push excellent programs off the table.

Over the next three years, we’ll count on excellence and innovation from our
dedicated public service, count on them to continue coming forward with their best
ideas on efficiency and maximizing service delivery.  Ideas such as new ways of
removing costly overlap and duplication or new ways of working together across
government departments to build new solutions and provide quality service to
Albertans.

Jobs and the economy — Alberta is on the move

Mr. Speaker, let me move now to the second key focus on Budget ’97 — jobs
and the economy.

Albertans are well known across Canada as the most confident and optimistic
people in the country.  And for good reason.  Alberta is on the move, and there’s no
shortage of good news on the economic front.

In the past, we were used to seeing economic growth fuelled primarily by oil
and gas.  And there’s no doubt that the energy sector remains a strong part of
today’s economic growth.  But unlike the past, we are now seeing broad-based
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growth across a number of sectors. Manufacturing is up, exports are up, the value-
added agrifood business is growing substantially, and so is forestry.  We’re
welcoming more tourists from around the world.  And we see new business
ventures announced on an almost daily basis.

All of this excitement and growth on the economic front is good news for
Albertans. But the best news is that it means more jobs — and better paying jobs —
for Albertans.  Alberta now leads the country with the lowest unemployment rate in
Canada — down to 6.2%.  We expect to see that rate drop below 6% over the next
three years.  We lead Canada in having the fastest rate of employment growth.
157,300 new jobs have been created in Alberta since December 1992.  And two-
thirds of all new jobs created for Canadian youth in 1994 and 1995 were created
right here in Alberta.

We’re not stopping now.  The new target is to see 155,000 new jobs created in
the private sector over the next four years.  High quality, good paying, sustainable
jobs that give our young people and families a secure and solid foundation for
building their futures right here at home in Alberta.

On the government side, we’ll focus our efforts where we can make a
difference.  Keeping the lowest taxes in Canada.  Maintaining Alberta’s competitive
advantage.  Maintaining a first-class infrastructure of roads and highways so
businesses can get their goods to market.  Investing with the private sector in
research and development in key areas such as energy, forestry, agriculture, health
and medical services.

Mr. Speaker, I want to spend a few moments on taxes.  Albertans pride
themselves on having the lowest overall taxes in the country.  It’s a key advantage
we hold over our competitors.  And it’s an advantage we can’t afford to lose.  Other
provinces are taking Alberta’s lead and moving ahead with their own fiscal plans.
Across the country, we’re hearing more about tax breaks.  Clearly other provinces
see the importance of low taxes as a strong competitive advantage.  When Ontario
moves ahead in July with tax reductions, Albertans need to know that Ontario’s
provincial income taxes will be lower than ours.  We’re still the lowest overall, but
in this lane of the tax track, they’ll be ahead.

Based on the advice of Albertans, we put a number of proposed tax reductions
on hold.  We moved ahead in selected areas.  A tax reduction for low and middle
income working families.  Improving our competitive advantage by tax changes in
aviation and railroad fuel and machinery and equipment.

We now have a dilemma, and we need Albertans’ advice.  Maintaining the
status quo on taxes may not be a long term option if we want to keep our reputation
as having the lowest taxes in the country.

Albertans also need to think very carefully about the level of taxes they pay to
their provincial government.  In my view, we’ve just become too tolerant of taxes,
too used to writing a cheque to government and thinking, “It’s the price we have to
pay.”
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I want people to think about this story.  It’s a story set in the time of Alexander
the Great, a time when there were huge conquering armies and the ruling class kept
their subjects as slaves.  One particular officer had a habit of beating his slaves.
Each night when his slaves came in from the field after toiling all day, the officer
would take a branch from an olive tree and deliver six blows to each slave.
Following the beating, he would allow them to have supper.  The slaves felt they
were powerless to do anything, so they subjected themselves to this treatment each
day.  They endured and were happy to be fed.  After several months, one of slaves,
returning from the fields, braced himself for the usual pre-supper treatment and, to
his surprise and relief, found that the officer delivered only four blows instead of the
usual six.  He looked up at his master and asked, “Why only four blows?” and the
master replied, “You’ve been a good slave and now you need only four blows.”
The slave was naturally overjoyed and thanked his master for his kindness.

I can’t help wondering if we, as taxpayers, haven’t become so used to an annual
taxation beating, that we’ve become willing to give up our freedoms and take a
beating rather than protest, out of fear our masters, the government, may not
continue to take care of us or give us poor service, poor programs, poor education
or health care as a result.  It’s time Albertans started to ask their government why
taxes need to be so high.

This session, new legislation will be introduced for discussion among
Albertans.  That legislation would cap personal and corporate income taxes, and
perhaps other taxes, at current levels — unless and until Albertans vote to increase
taxes through a referendum.  Albertans will have the opportunity to think about that
legislation.  And tell us whether a freeze on taxes is what they want or if there are
other actions we should take.  With good progress on the debt front, and with
reinvestments in key program areas, it may be time once again to look at leaving
more money in Albertans’ pockets.

Fiscal responsibility

Mr. Speaker, the third priority in Budget ’97 is continuing fiscal responsibility
and accountability.  As I said at the outset, we’ve found a formula for fiscal success.
Albertans support it.  And there’s no sound reason for us to change course now.

These are our commitments to Albertans:
◆ Budgets will be balanced.
◆ Debt will be paid back.
◆ Overall taxes, for now, will remain the lowest in Canada.
◆ Spending will be kept under control, at a level we can afford.  We’ll use

savings in debt servicing costs to reinvest in areas where Albertans can see
real improvements in their top priority areas.

◆ We’ll stick with conservative and responsible revenue forecasts — dollars we
know we can count on.

◆ We’ll keep challenging the status quo, searching for better solutions.  And
we’ll never be afraid to say, “We can do this better or maybe we shouldn’t do
it at all.”
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◆ We’ll be open and accountable to Albertans.  We’ll tell people what we plan
to do, how much we expect to spend and take in revenues.  We’ll measure
progress and tell Albertans where we met the targets and where we fell short.
And at the end of each year, we’ll account for the dollars we spent and the
results we achieved.

◆ Above all, we’ll keep listening to Albertans and make sure their priorities are
our priorities.

It’s a simple and basic approach to sound fiscal management.  It keeps Alberta
on track, working together to achieve our goals, and leading the way for the rest of
Canada.

Mr. Speaker, I want to spend just a few minutes on debt.  Because I know that
paying down the debt is important to Albertans.  And there’s some confusion about
how much we actually owe.  In total, Alberta owes about $25 billion.  That’s
everything including unfunded pension liabilities.  Separate, long-term legislation is
in place to take care of the pension liabilities.

Think of debt as two parts.  One part — about $16 billion — is backed up by
financial assets including the Heritage Fund.  The other part, the net debt, excluding
pension liabilities, is about $3.5 billion.  It's the amount on top that isn’t covered off
by the value of what we own.  It’s the difference between what we owe and what
we own.  The net debt is a drain on taxes and it’s our first target.  By the time
Alberta’s celebrates its 100th birthday in 2005, our plan is for the net debt to be
eliminated entirely.

The benefits of getting rid of net debt show up directly in our ability to reinvest
where it counts most.  By 1999-2000, we’ll save about $475 million a year in
interest costs from the peak in 1994-95.  Money that used to go to bankers, can now
go to building a better future for our province.

But net debt is only the first step.  After net debt is gone, Alberta will still owe
money.  It’s money we will continue to pay off, just like a mortgage, over time.
When net debt is gone, Albertans will have choices to make about how vigorously
we attack the remaining debt and how much debt is reasonable for Alberta to have
on an ongoing basis.

I also want to clarify what happens to Alberta’s surpluses under the Balanced
Budget and Debt Retirement Act.  Some people are saying, "Now we can spend
the surplus." For those who want to see us pay down debt as quickly as we can, let
me reassure you that year-end surpluses must continue to go to debt.  Yes, we may
have some legal flexibility during a fiscal year.  If there are problems that require
one-time solutions, we can vote in this Assembly to take action.  But if Albertans
tell us to do that, any additional spending above the budget can only be for one-time
costs not annualized spending.  At the beginning of each year, we’ll assess priorities
and needs and make our best judgments on what we can afford and what needs to
be done. We are not going to blow open the doors to the vault.  And we’re not
going to jeopardize long-term stability with short-term quick fix thinking.
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Looking ahead

Mr. Speaker, those are the highlights of Budget ’97 — a budget squarely
focused on three priorities — quality programs, jobs and a growing economy, and
continuing fiscal responsibility that’s become a hallmark of the Alberta government.

Budget ’97 contains no surprises for Albertans, just steady, responsible action to
keep building this province and a better future for all of us.

But steady, responsible good government doesn’t mean the status quo.  It
doesn’t mean that what we’re doing today is all that can or should be done.  There
are key issues ahead that demand our attention.  Before I stand before you to
present Budget ’98, should I have the privilege, we’ll need Albertans’ advice on
these questions — questions all of us have heard from Albertans year round and
during the campaign — on their doorsteps, in meetings and debates.

Questions like those posed to me by that nurse and health technician:

.... Is there no end to the amount of money we spend on health?  How do we
get a first-rate health system without spending every cent we have?

Questions like the one asked of me by a front-line worker in a downtown social
agency:

... Now that Alberta is growing again, how do we make sure all Albertans have
opportunities to share in the benefits?  How do we accommodate the stresses and
strains of growth without falling back into the old trap of throwing money at every
problem that comes along?

The question from a homemaker who understands the pressures of family
finances:

... What do we do about the rest of Alberta’s debt once net debt is gone?

The question from the worker at a steel plant who rides his bicycle to work at
6:00 a.m. every morning to save money on gas:

... When is the right time to reduce taxes?

Mr. Speaker, those questions are anything by simple.  The answers we choose
will shape the kind of province we want to build for the future and determine the
actions we take.

I present this budget on behalf of Albertans with a great deal of care.  Because it
truly is their budget.  A budget that builds on their priorities.  A budget they
strongly supported in the election campaign.

The past few weeks have been an overwhelming experience — getting to know
a new job, expanding my vision to include not just a single portfolio, but the entire
range of everything government does for the people of Alberta.
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In those few short weeks, I’ve learned quickly that budgets are not just about
divvying up the dollars.  They’re about making choices.  Setting priorities.  Trying
to achieve the best results.  Balancing the literally thousands of good ideas about
what could be done with a practical sense of what can be achieved with the dollars
we have.  And most of all, budgets are about charting a course and building a
strong future for our province.

Mr. Speaker, I've considered the costs and the billions of dollars it takes to
operate this province.  I am reminded of the most basic of all economic laws.  Nine
simple words each of us need to keep in mind when asking our neighbours to
sacrifice more of their paycheques:  "There is no such thing as a free lunch."
Mr. Speaker, somebody has to pay.

A former head of state of the nation of Israel said something I believe most
Albertans endorse. He said, "The hand of the diligent makes rich."  Mr. Speaker,
that was King Solomon, and he said it 3,000 years ago.  We must allow Albertans
to enjoy the rewards of their diligence in the ways that are most important to them.

Albertans are creating a new future for our province.  A future of our own
making, forged by the hopes, dreams and hard work of Albertans.  We’re carving
out new paths as we go.  And together, I’m confident we can turn those hopes and
dreams into a new legacy and a new future we’ll be proud to leave to our children.

Thank you Mr. Speaker and thank you Albertans for your continuing support.
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